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EFFECT OF THE REPL.:IVE ENVIRONMENT EAkLY EDUCATION

PROGRAM FOR LOW BIRTH WEIGHT CHILDREN OF PRESCHOOL AGE

The purpose of this paper is to describe the effects of the Responsive

Environment Early Education Program (RFEEP)*. This program is designed to

serve as an educational intervention providing direct services to approxi-

mately 40 high risk 3-, 4-, and 5-year old children, including the integra-

tion of handicapped children, living in the area served by the Clovis Munici-

pal Schoolt, Clovis, New Mexico. .Children are considered "high risk" as a

result,of their low birth weight, 5 pounds or .less, and who will probably

have accompanying handicaps as they enter tha first grade. This program

attempts to demonstrate that such an early intervention can 0-ovide such

children the experiences necessary to succeed and remain in the educational

mainstream.

In addition, the program serves as a base "for training selected early

childhood and kindergarten teachers and aides employed by various school

districts in New Mexico.

After completing REEEP (1-3 years depending upon the child's age at

entry), the,children will enter the first grade. A follow-up study is

being conCucted on these students as they enter the mainstream of formal

education (Grades 1-5).

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

Development of the Program

in developing, the program (formerly the Responsive Environment Program

for 'Spanish American Children - REPSAC; has drawn heavily upon various exper-

imentally developed models in early childhood education including: the New

Nursery School, Nortern Colorado University; the responsive environment

concept of Omar K. Moore; Project LIFE (Language Instruction to Facilitate

Education); the Piaget Early Childhood Curriculum and various parent involve-

ment programs 'throughout the nation. In addition, the program has adapted

the Early Prevention of School Failure Mcdel, a nationally validated Title

III ESFA developer-demonstrator prciect (Peotene, Illinois). Thus, begin-

ning with the school year 1975-75, this program was an adaptation of the

former Responsive Environment Program for Spanish American Children (REPSAC)

and the Early Prevention of School Failure Project.

The rationale for the design and development of REPSAC emanated from

research which indicated that children with a low birth weight, coupled

with other factors, generally experience childhood difficulties in the

cognitive areas of development which can result in subsequent retardation

as they progress through their formal education. Spanish American children

with such a low birth weight coupled with a language different from that

used in the American educational setting, have additional handicaps. Further,

Spanish American children with the foregoing handicaps whose home environment

*Program funded by New Mexico State IDepartment of Education (ESEA, Title

III) and by USOE, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, Handiwped

Children's Early Ftiucation Program, Grant No. GOO-75-00079



often does not inc1H. ,. materials, games, and media whiCI can enrich

their childhood expei , enter the first arade with a notable disadvan-

tage in comparison to children with such,dv,antages.

Recognizing that approximately 22% of the total school population of

CloviS, New Mexico were children with a Spanish surname and that approxi-

mately 39% of children enrolled in,,special education were of. Spanish orjgin,

and accepting the premise that a-high percentage of "high risk" children

come from this particular ethnic group, the idea of an early educational

intervention became a reality in the form of REPSAC. REPSAC officially

started in September, 1971 with 32 students and operated four years (1971-

75) serving low birth weight Spanish American children.* F;eginning with

school year- 1975-76, the Responsive Environment Early Education Program

(REED)) was expanded to serve low birth weight children of all ethnic groups

Acaemic year 1975-76 was the fifth year of operation of this program

and this .fifth year continuing evaluation study included the second year of

a follow-up study of former REEIT students who, in 1975-76, were in grades 1-4.

Location and Physical Facilities

The project is located about six blocks southwest of the central business

drea of Clovis, New MexiCo and the physical facilities blend into the surround-

ing buildinas and are not discernable from the rest of the community except :by

a sign on one of the houses. The physical facilities of the program consist

of two houses with an adjoining yard. One house, which is a renovated former

single family dwelling, is Jsed as the main teaching facility, and the other

building serves as office and workroom which is a renovated former beauty shop.

Faculty/Staff/Advisory Board

The ,faculty/staff of REEEP consists of: the director; one certified

teacher; two teacher-aides: and one custodian/bus driver.

In addition to the regular faculty/staff, there is a Professional Ad
visory Board. The purpese of the Profes'sional Advisory, Board is to provide

the director with guidance and direction of the activities of the program

aff-d-the-devetopmert-of-tha-vartous ptuglam components.7 Tile-board-clInsi-sts

of individuals who can provide expertise in the fields of special education,

early childhiod education, bilingual and bicultural education, educationaT

technology, and the responsive environment concept.

4

*For references pertaining to evaluation results of REPSAC during ' ese

years, see Bibliography 4,5,6,7, and 9.
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Target Chil(iren_ andjri,t ria Fr c! ocjon of ParticiTants_ _

The target group children of the program are 3-,1-, and 5-year-old

lov birth weight diii eho ore considered educationally handicapped.
Criteria used to select children to participate in the program are: 1)

Low birth weight 5 pounds or less; 2) Health history of child; 3)
Level of- education of parents; 4) Lducational attainment of siblings;

5) Home language Spanish nr Enqiisb; and 6) Income of family.

Goal', and Objectives
. _

The folloirq goals :,1d ohjective,-, give direction to the organization
and administration of the program_

Goals

The major goals of the program are:

1. To prevent school failure with an intervention program which. in-

cludes early identification and remediation of developmental
learning deficiencies and to integrate handicapped children

into the regnlar school program.

2. To provide in-:service training to selected kindergarten teachers

and teacher-aides employed.by various schoal districts through-

out Now Mexico

3. To disseHnate information concerning the program.

Objectives

The major objectives of the program are:

1. Student Achievement (At the end of the schnol year, the student

will be able to:)

1.1 Demonstrte lamjupe ability in English which is normally

expected at their age level. Evidence of achievement.will

be determined from significant gain scores of the Peabody

Pi-cture Vocabulary Test. (Cognitive)

1.2 Demonstrate lanTiage ability in Spanish which is normally'

expected at thir aae levr,l. Evidence of achievement will

citermined fret ,.ignificant gain scores of the Test for

Auditory Comprehension of Language Spanish. (Cognitive)

1.3 Demonstrate school readiness in such areas to include:

listening ability; visual acuity; and recognition of

similorities, differences, and numerical analogies.
HI:lence of a,:Thr-een% will he determined from slanifi-

cant aain ccores of the Readiness Test for Disadvantaged

Children. (Coanitive)

5



1.4 Exhibit a positive self-concept and favorable emotional
development. Evidence of such behavior will be determined
from rating Trom the Developmental Profiles which 'involve
periodic teacher evaluations in six areas of the affective

domain:. awareness of self, self-confidence, interpersonal
comprehension, .sensitivity to others, effectiveness, and

tolerance. Evidence of growth/development for each age-
level will be determined from individual profile sheets
plotted in terms of direction and rate of growth development.
(Affective)

2. In-Service Training

2.1 Upon completion of the various in-service training sessions,
teachers and aides will (.:e aule to employ various_aspects of
the curridulum in their )wr educationl settings so as to
meet the needs of chiidr1.1 with developmental lags and learn-
ing deficiencies. This will include incorporating the ap-
proaches of Piaget and Montt,ssori, using various materials
such as the Project LIVE materials, and using the responsive_
environment typing booth. Evidence of achievement will be

determined by observations and written examinations.

3. Dissemination

3.1 Information concerning the program and operation of the
program will be disseminated by various means such as:

a. Progress reports to the LEkcentral office, school /

boaPd, and local area news media;

b. Site-visitation by interested individuals and groups,
both from in and out-of-state.

c. Copies of the end-of-year Evaluation Report will be
disseminated _througho4t the-state ir- di-ngthe Educa-

tional Resources Information Center (ERIC).

Program Activities

Activities of the program can be,classified as.: instructional; in-

service; disseMination; and outreach. )

Instructional Activ.ities

The instructional activities of the program are conducted in two-

half day sessions five days a week. Approximately twenty students attend

the morning session and twenty students attend the afternoon session. The

students are transported to and form school by a small bus provided by the

program. 6



Speciff.c learning activities are planned for the children for each

three-'hour day. These learning activities can be generally classified
into group activities (story telling, reading, painting, cutting, manipu-
lative toys, playground activities, and the lunch period) and individualized
or small group activities (Piaget-Early Childhood Curriculum, Project LIFE,
Responsive Typing Booth, and the Peabody Language Development Kit).

Eating the noon meal with attendant language involvement is developed
as a learning activity: therefere,all of the students are served a hot
lunch. The morning group is served prior to leaving school, and the after-
noon group is served immediately upon arrival for the afternoon session.

In-Service Activities

The majority of the in-service activities of the program were considered
as a part of the outreach activities (described later). Other types of in-

service activities included: attendance at various workshops; enrollment
in selected graduate/undergraduate courses at Eastern New Mexico University;
formal and informal sessions with various consultants, including members of
the external evaluation team; and regularly scheduled faculty meetings.

Dissemination Activities

.Activities which served as means to disseminate information concerning
the program included: preparation_of various brochures; newspaper releases;
progress reports to the funding aqency; central adminstration office and
school hoard; site visitation by interested groups and individuals; various
speaking engagements by director and faculty; preparation of an audio tape
and manuals; and copies of the evaluation report were distributed throughout
the state and nation including the Educational Resources Information Center

(ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools). Also, a paper

concerning the program was presented at a national level professional organiza-

tion.

Outreach Activities

Beginning with school year 1975-76, the outreach activities component
was added to REEEP.* The purpose of adding the outreach activities to the
parent center was to-give the program the capability of-providing replica-

tion services to various local education agencies. A unique feature of this
replication service is the capability of taking the training to the replica-
tign centers by a specially designed and equipped motor coach.

Three school districts, all in isolated areas and having a large number
of target children and within a reasonable distance of the parent center, re-
quested replication of all or part of the parent program during the 1975-76
school year. These school districts were: Fort Sumner,- Artesia, and Carlsbad,

all located in eastern New 'Mexico. In.addition, replication by two other

school districts had-been made completing their second year of operation.
This replication was made by the Clovis-Portales Bilingual Early Childhood
Program (FSEA, Title MI) with a training site in both Clovis and Portales,
New Mexico.

outreach nctivities Of is funded by the Handicapped child) en' s

Early Education Program, Bureau of Education tor the Hand:capped, U.S. Office
of Education, Grant No. GOO-75-00079.



The outreach activities component is designed to have three major

functions: advisory and training, diffusion, and evaluation.

The evaluation of the outeeach activities also includes a. follow-up

study of former REPSAC students as they enter the mainstream of education

(grades 1-6). The schooryear 1975-76 was the completion of the second

year of this follow-up study.

EVALUATION DESIGN

The purpose of evaluation was to establish and maintain a procedure.of

collecting and providing information for decision-making relative to student

and program progress. The external evaluation was conducted by various

facul4 members of the Ccllege of Education, Texas Tech University.

'The design for the eternal evaluation for 1975-76 was based primarily

upon the program.objectives as pertains to student achievement (1.1 through

1.4). The objectives were objectively measured with standardized tests using

a pre-posttesf desvign. A summary description of the objective§ .and instruments

used ar,.as follows;

Objective Instrument

1.1 Language development in English Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
(PPVT)

1.2 Language development in Spanish Testfor Auditory Comprehension of
Language Spanish (TACO

1.3 School Readiness Readiness Test for Disadvantaged
Children (RTDC)

1.4 Self concept arid pei-sonality Developmental Profiles (DP)

development

Form A and Form B of the PPVT and RTDC were used as the pretest and post-

test respectively. The same form of the TACL was used as the pre and posttest.

The use of the Developmental Profiles is described later.

A brief non-technical description of the test instruments is included in

Appendix A.

Procedure and Time-Schedule for Collecting Data

Data to evaluate objectives 1.1 - 1.3 were collected with the use of

'standardized tests within the framework or quasi-experimental design

commonly referred to as a "Time Design" or "Pretest - Posttest Design,. Only."

This design involved a single experimental group witheut a contro) group.

The subject group (the program participants) was'w-1:,s7wc,J on a dependent

variable (the pretest),and was then given the exv,:r:-.1e:J7.,: t'reatment (in-

structional activities). Following the treatment. the L!lhject group was

measured again on the same variahle (posttest), an< a statistical compari-

.son was made between the means of the two measurements. ,

8
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Data-to evaluate objective 1.4 were collected with the use of the

pevelopmental Profiles. This instrument was completed for each student
three times during the year hy the classroom teacher and aides.

The dates f-r.Administering the pretests were September 2-5, 1975, and
the posttests were adm.lnistered May 10-14, 1976 The Developmental Profiles
were completed during September, February, and May.

Data to evaluate the objectives pertaining to in-service training (2.1)
and disseMination activities (3.1) were collected with the Mc Callon Workshop
Evaluation System, site-visits, and observations.

On-Going_ Evaluat ;n Procedures

In addition to the above stated measures (pre and posttests), there were
various on-gOffig subjective evaluation procedures. This consisted mainly of .

daily operation of the program. Assistance with the subjective evaluation
of the other objectives was accorlished during these site-visits.

Statistical Treatment of Data

As concerns the collected data from the standardized tests, a mean gain
score was computed for each test (posttest score minus pretest score) by age

and year in program. Also, comparative data were reported concerning the

second-year and third-year students. The t-test was used to test for signif-

icance of difference between the mean gain scores.

As concerns the Developmental.Profiles, the mean was computed for each
chi.l.d for each markin4 -period and was "plotted" on a standardized scale,to

indicate directon and rate of growth/change.

As concerns the collected data pertaining to objectives 2.1 and 3.1,
subjective evaluations were made and reported in narrative form.

mary Chart f the Evaluation Plan

A summary of the various evaluation activities is presented on.the next
page in the "Evaluation Plan Summary Chart."

Additional Evaluation Data

A separate external evaluation study of the outreach activities, including

the follow-up study of former REPSAC students, was conducted. Information

concerning this can be obtaired either from the project director or the ex-

ternal evaluator.



EVALUATION PLAN &MARY CHART

(REEEP - 1975-76)

GOAL , EVANTION ACTIVITY SMPLE OR I6TRUMET

(BY 03J,ECTIVES) TARGET GRNP

1. 1.1 m,easure language 100'; of suhjact PPVT- (A)

Student development to Eng- group (S)

Adieve-

ment

lish on pre hd

posttest basiS.

1.2 M,2asure language 1cT of suhject, TACL-(A)

develorent in Span-

ish on pre and

posttest basis

group TACL-(A)

, 1.3 '1.,as'Ire (',eri.ree of 10', Of subject I

,RTDC (A)

schrol readinns group R:r2C (B)

an pre and posttest
1

Hasis,

11 Evalvta, self-con-

ce: and notional

development during

1 yr of s3j2c,

orcuo

3 month intervals.

2. 2.1 Assess effects of

In-semice in-service train-

100 of teachers,

and aides Site visits

Training ing Assions. Written exams

J.

Dissemina-

.1 Assess the quality

1 quantity nf'di-

N/A Observations,

Number of news

tion semination of in-

formation concern-

ing the program,

releases.

Number of prof.

articles.

Quality of train-

ing films,

*LEGEND

PPTT: Peabodj, Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn)

1U TACL: Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language (Carrow)

RTDC: Readiness Test for Disadvaltaged Children (Walker)

OP: Develöpmental Profiles (Bessell and Palomares)

4ES...Yiorkshop Evaluation System.(McCallon)

(See AppOdix A for description of instruments)

DATA COLLECTION

77SPITZTIEITTnA7

Evaluator. 09/02/75

Evall2tor 05/10/76

Ehluator

Evaluator

Evaluator

;valuator

q/02/75

05/10/76

09/02/75

05/10/76

Teacher/Eval- 10/1:3/75

uator 02/15/76

05/15/76

Director/Eval-

uator

Director/Dial-

uator

ANALYTICAL

PROCENRE

t-te,st for significanc

of difference "of mean

gain scores

After

each ses-

sion & end

c)1' year

End of

year

(

t-test for.significanc,

of difference of mean'

gain scores

t-test for significanc.

-of diffe.i'ence of.mean

gain scores,

Statistical Summary

Statistical summary

Narrati've summary
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Test/Objer=i'q;

PPVT/ErY,i"
(1.1'

TACL/Spani,.
(I

RTOCjid

1 3

-1111,-);7NT(--,

4) 6.22*

1.269*

3.42*



TARLE 3

YEAR IN PROGRAM AND TEST PERFORMANCE OF REEEP STUDENTS

Test/Objective YP N

Mean
Gain

PPVT/English 1 13 51.40 9.12*

(1.:1) 2 12 43.16 6.40*
3 r

..) 39.41 6.11*

J

TACL/Spanish 1 13 37.13 5.26*

, (1.2) 2 12 30.12 4.83*
3 5 25.41 4.01*

RTDC/Readiness 1 13 23.45 3.32**

(1.3) 2 12 17.17 2.09***
5 10.11 2.86***

*(D.=.001)
**(o < 101)

Self Concept and Emotional Development

Objective 1.4 pertained to developing a positive self concept and favorable

emotional development. This measurement was obtained from three subjective .

evaluations made by the teacher and aide usin the Developmental .Profiles.

Results of these averane ratings for first, second, and third-year-students
are presented in Figures 1,2. 2nd 3. As reflected in these figures, positive

and continuous growth was made by the students; .therefore, it was concluded

that Objective 1.4 was achieved.

In-Service Training

Objeetive 2.1 pertained to the in-service training of the teacher and 6ide.

Assessment of the in-service training activities involved site-visits and dis-

cossions with the project director and faculty.

Th,, majority of the in-service activities were conducted by the outreach

activities component. Other types of in-service activities included: atten-

dance at vari:us wor!(shops; enrollment of designated araduate/undergraduate

courses at FaStern New Mexico University; formal and informal sessions with

various consultants, including members of the external evaluation team; and

reaularly scheduled faculty m^etings.

An outstanding feature of the in-service training for the 1975-76 school

year was the attendance of two workshops before the school year started.

The first workshop, Workshon on Implementation Procedures on Early Pre-

vention of School Failure, was conducted at Easter(Oew Mexico State University,
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May 28-30, 1975. This workshop was conducted by a dissemination team from

the Early Prevention of School Failure Program, a nationally validated ESEA

Title III project, located in Peotone, Illinois. This wrkshop, focusing on

kindergarten age children, was designed to provide school personnel knowledge

and skills necessary to iMplement screening programs in their respective

schools. In addition, the workshop attempted to assist the participants in

the planning of educational experiences for kindergarten children with certain.

developmental lags. Specifically, the workshop participants were expected to:

1) Acquire the skills necessary to implement a screening model for kindergarten

age chi7dren; and 2) Develop strategies designed to meet the unique educational

need of each child.

The second workshop, Early Childhood Bilingual/Bicultural Education: Why

and How, vas conducted at Eastern New Mexico State University, August 18-20,

1975. This workshop was Conducted by three faculty members of the Metropoli-

tan State College, Denver, Colorado. This workshop, focusing on kindergarten

age children, was designed to provide teacher and teacher-aides knowledge and

skills necessary to'implement/improve programs in early childhood bilingual/

bicultural education.

Another strong feature of the in-service training program was the teacher

and aideswwking very closely vith the outreach training team which included:

early childhond'specialist; educational diagnostiCian and language specialist;

and a speech therapist.

Pnother outstanding feature of the in-service training program was the

attendance of the teacher and ajdesof designated courses .at Eastern New Mexico

University. One such course was Working with Spanish Speaking Children.

ConsiJerinq the quantity and,quality of the in-service training activities,

it was concluded that:the objective pertaining to in-service was achieved.

Diccemination

Objective 3.1 pertained to puantity and quality of dissemination of in-

formation concerning the program. Information concerning the project was

disseminated s described in the following paragraphs.

Progress reports were made available to the central administration office,

school hoard. local area news media including nearby Cannon Air Force Base,

the State Departmet of Education, the,U.S. Office of Education, and the U.S.

Senators from New Mexico.

Much publicity wa's received when the project was notified of an invitation

from the National Diffusion Network for the program to serve as a national de-

monstration site for th2 Early Prevention of School Failure Project of Peotone,

Illinois.

over 6,000 copies of the brochure, "Parents: Do You Know the Early Warning

Signs of Children with Special Needs," were distributed in grades K-6 of the

Clovis Municipal Schools.

18
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The development of six one-minute video cassette spots for use on

television. These were developed in cooperation with KENW-TV, ENMU, and

this material
Hesehtod to tn,2 Clovarnor's Commission for Public Broad-

casting in March., 1976.

Presentations of the project were made at: the annual meeting of the

New Mexico Speech and Hearing Association at Eastern New Mexico University,

April, 1976; various classes in Child Development at ENMU; and to the ENKJ

Chapter nf the Council for FAceptional Children.

The projent used student teachors from nearby Eastern New Mexico Univer-

sity and the-chy disseminated informition through the university.

SitP-viitation by immy professional
individuals and groups as well-.as

parents.

CopieLl oF thQ on-of-year evaluation reports were disseminated through-

out the statos.:. of (-2a
md Texas. Also, these reports were accepted

into th tl(u9 or. 1he Ftkica; ional Resources Information Center (ERIC) in

ClenriHghow.;
iduotion and Small Schools, Las Cruces, New

Mexico.
!

In addi-ton to th,: OMVQ, much information concerning the project was

disseminated hv tho outreach activities component which was added to the

pronram thi vc-:c. Description and evaluation of the outreach activities

were-rep6rod trg- PY:5-7c, in a separate report.

BF.sed on r.isel-vations and interviews with various school personnel, it

was'conelHe!! the quality ar0 pantity of disseminated materials were

mor !11,,:-,!:c,c, -it was ,:oncleded that the objectives per-

taining t.n Joy::!H110;1 rj information was achieved.

CONWISICINS

f3iised n4Mi
this -;tudy, the major conclusions were:

1. All of tl.e program obler.tives pertaining to student achievement, in-

service training,
dissemination were achieved.

Tho i!; in an active and positive process of accomplishing the

long riano brogr,n;

3. HrOrlf- t11n ornanization, curriculum, materials, facilities,

and a ounli:i0 .!n,1 ,.!Hic,Itod
faculty/staff to provide the needed educational

experioneo; frr
therefore, it was concluded that REEEP

is serviuq au e:''',4:tve educational intervention for the specified target

9
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS

A brief non-technical description of each of the test instruments

is listed in the following parayaphs. Personnel interested in more detail

concerning the tests are invited to consult technical data provided by the
publishers of the tests or refer to the Mental Measurements Yearbook,
Buros, editor.

Language Development

English

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn) is designed to provide

an estimate of a subject's "verbal intelligence" through measuring his

hearing vocabulary. The test also has wide utility as a clinical tool.
Besides being effective with average subjects, it has special value with

certain other groups. Since subjects are not required to read and the

responses can be non-oral, the test is especially fair to non-readers and

remedial reading cases. With the drawings free of fine detail and figure-

ground problems, the test is apparently appropriate for at least some
perceptually impaired persons. ,According to the Test Manual, the scale is

appropriate for subjects 21/2 - 18 years who are able to hear words, see the

drawings, and have the facility to indicate "yes" and 'no" in a manner

which communicates.

This standardized test is published by American Guidance Services,

Inc., Circle Pines, Minnesota.

Spanish

The Test for Auditory Comprehension of language(Carrow) measures the

child's understanding of the Spanish language structure. The test is com-

posed of 101 plates of pictorial referents. The child responds to each of

the examiner's oral stimuli by pointing to one of three line drawings. Re-

sponses are recorded on a separate scoring/analysis form. The test is

designed for individual administration by speech and testing specialists.

Test results can also be,used to diagnose the language competence of bilin-

gual and mentally retarded children as well as those with hearing, articula-

tion, or language disorders.

This standardized test is published by Learning Concepts, Inc.,

Austin, Texas.

School Readihess

The Readiness Test for Disadvantaged Pre-School Children (Walker)

was adapted from the final report of a project conducted by Dr. Wanda
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Walker, Northwest Missouri State College, and supported by the Office of

Education. The test consists of multiple-choice items based on pictures

and symbols which do not require reading,ability and are designed to test

a child's listening ability; visual ability; and his recognition,of simi-

larities, differences, numerical analogies, and missing parts.

This standardized test is available from ERIC Reproduction Service

(ED 047 168), Bethesda, Maryland.

Self Concept and Personality Development

The Developmental Profiles (Bessell and Palomares) is a subjective

evaluation Of children's behavior under a variety of circumstances.

These rating scales are prepared periodically jointly by two teachers.

The teachers make ratings on .a printed form according to six affective

areas: awareness of self; self-Confidence; interpersonal comprehension;

sensitivity to others; effectiveness; and tolerance. Because of the in-

herently subjective nature of these profiles, there is no objective scale

of accomplishment or standard in terms of age-achievement scores. The

profiles can provide a source of insight and understanding of emotional

and personality development.

This instrument is published by the Human Development Training Insti-

tute4 El Cajon, California.

Workshop Evaluation

The Workshop Evaluation Sytem (McCallon) provides a scientific ap-

proach to gathering and using participant feedback in the evaluation of

conferences, workshops, conventions, and in-service training programs.

Participant responses are gathered on seven dimensions - organization,

objective, work of the presenter, ideas and activities, stope, benefit,

and overall effectiveness. The Workshop Evaluation System is unique in that

it provdes normative data collected from over 40,000 workshop participants.

Participant feedback scores are compared against the norms to ensure reli-

able analysis and interpretation of workshop effectiveness.

This instrument is published by Learning Concepts, Inc., Austin, Texas.
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